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WE PROVIDE

DIGITAL TOOLS
TO ENHANCE COLLABORATION
Who We Work For

Team Managers

Internal Users

Senior Management

External Users

Easily control content, user
access and featured widgets
for each dedicated Community

Foster collaboration and self
service by consolidating IT assets
into a single sign-on workspace

Accelerate informed decision
making, grow revenue and
improve business processes

Establish a secure place to
collaborate with suppliers,
venders and customers

HOW WE
WORK?

Hoozin is known for its ﬂexibility in meeting each organization’s
unique Digital Workplace requirements and goals. The
out-of-the-box capability allows organizations to not only quickly
deploy their digital solutions, but also make ‘on the ﬂy’ modiﬁcations
as needed. With Hoozin you can easily integrate existing
applications, leverage standard Hoozin widgets, or allow us to
develop your custom solutions.
Hoozin is the all-in-one solution for your Intranet and Digital
Workplace needs.
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CALL US NOW!

+1 (602) 263-7779

WE PROVIDE

DIGITAL

TOOLS

TO GROW COMMUNICATION
Modernize your workplace culture with Hoozin and
empower business users, enhance organizational
productivity and lower overall operational costs.

WHY
Full Integration

Targeted Content

Integrate any application,
including Oﬃce 365, into your
Hoozin Digital Workplace.
Hoozin allows you to work with
and enhance existing IT assets,
rather than replace them.

Deploy new productivity tools
and applications or promote
existing IT assets to speciﬁc
user groups based on their job
role within the organization.

WHAT’S
INSIDE

Custom Communities

Standard Widgets

Create Communities for
departments, teams or projects to
allow members to easily
communicate and collaborate on
the task at hand.

Hoozin comes complete with a
variety of functional widgets
that can be easily added to
Communities or speciﬁc user
landing pages with a drag and
drop editor.

HOOZIN?
Hoozin delivers an experience that is designed to
empower today’s modern digital workers by oﬀering
a consolidated, single sign-on dashboard with
self-service capabilities. Hoozin allows users to
eliminate the clutter and combat information
overload while remaining aware of all important
news and updates.
Hoozin’s modern social communication model
allows both users and managers to overcome
traditional organizational barriers to communication.
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